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Vitrified high・levelradioactivewaste (f丑%うissubjectto alpha， b巴ta，gamma and neu仕onirradiation as a result of radionuclide-
decay. Radiation can cause chemical and physical effects on HLW geological disposal system， in particular， engineered ba汀ier
system (EBS) which consists ofvitrified waste， overpack container and surrounded buffer materiaI. Alpha and beta radiation can 
be shielded completely by the overpack as long as it retains its containment function. Gamma and neutron radiation， on the other 
hand， wiIl penetrate the overpack， and白enenter the bu民rmaterial and the host rock. To assess radiation e能 ctswithin仕leEBS
for long time， it is essential to evaluate the evolution of irradiation field， quantitatively. Thus， radiation transport caIculations 
were done to obtain dose rate， irradiation dose阻 dabsorbed dose加theirradiation field. In these calculations， vi仕ifiedwaste， 
overpack， bu能 rand host rock were modeled with a same concentric cylinder. 
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1. Introduction 

The perfOlτnance ofthe engineered barrier system (EBS) 

should be evaluated comprehensively and qualitatively， taking 
various phenomena， which could affect the EBS， into 
consideration. In this evaluation， besides directly analyzing 
information on the irradiation field and the effects of model 

parameters， the features of various phenomena affecting the 
irradiation field and model parameters should also be trended 
over a long period of time. In evaluating the features of such 

phenomena， it is necessary to examine and pigeonhole the 
phenomena beforehand， clarifシtheinterrelationship，出efeatures

and the evaluation methods of the phenomena， and extract 
phenomena which are considered important based on 

assessment of significance of effect. In the conventional 

evaluation ofthe performance ofEBS， only information on tl1e 

irradiation field and model parameters， which are directly used 
in analyzing the hydraulic features and the solubility of 

groundwater affected by the EBS have been taken into 

consideration， and discussion and analysis of various 
phenomena affecting tl1e irradiation fields and model parameters 

has not been done in detail. 

In past domestic and foreign researches on tl1e performance 

of EBS， it was pointed out that the effect of radiation from 
vi仕ifiedI丑Won由egeochemis町 ofgroundwater， which could 
a鉦ectthe solubility and other characteristics， should be taken 
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血toconsideration. Furthermore， it has been also noticed that 
the characteristics ofthe irradiation field are important factors 

in view ofradiological protection in operation ofthe disposal 

facilities. Thus， radiation仕組sportcalculations were done to 

obtain dose rate， irradiation dose and absorbed dose in the 
irradiation field. 

11. Calculation 

1. Method 

Neutron and gamma仕anspor此tcalculations were peぽrfおbηned
by using MCNP圃-4AoぱfMo∞nt臼eCarlo c∞od白e(仰lり)andENDF!眉B-δas
a nuclear data. In analysis of alpha particle， which must be 
taken into consideration in effect analysis of radiolysis of 

groundwater， it was assumed that the alpha particle企omalpha

emitting actinide isotope existing in tl1e layer up to th巴depthof

the alpha particle average r姐 gecon仕ibuteto radiolysis ofwater. 

Because radiolysis by beta particle will be smaller than alpha 

particle on and after 500 years， analysis ofbeta particle was 
not performed 

2. Modeling 

[Source Term Modeling] 

Conceming about parameter to evaluate source term of 

vi仕ifiedHLW， 45，000 and 55，000 MWDIMTU ofburn-up， 4.5 
and 5.5% ofU-235 emichment and 30， 40 and 50 years as the 
cooling time企omvitrification were used. Following four kind 

of source term were obtained by utilizing the output of Origen-
2ο) 

(1) Ne附 onsource term by (alpha， n) Reaction 。)A Neutron source term ofSpontaneous Fission 

(3) Gamma source term by Fission Products 

(4) Alpha source term (not performed by Monte Carlo 
Calculation) 
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